
If the criterion is removing mental stress then we

can immediately discount the legion of watches that

have a third, 24-hour hand on the dial. This is on the

basis that anyone sufficiently disabled by executive

stress to have problems counting in 12s is unlikely

to do better counting in 24s. Also, this approach

rarely produces a design that would not look a

hundred times better without the 24-hour hand.

Even culling this field leaves a perplexing array 

of mechanisms all trying to do the same thing – 

the variety of options on offer mainly down to

jealously protected patents. This of course merely

adds to the difficulty of making a choice.

The simplest way is to have a separate subdial 

that indicates straightforward hours and minutes.

If this is your preferred solution then head straight

for your nearest Franck Muller outlet and ask for 

a Master Banker. Do, however, remember to take

dark glasses as Muller’s watches seem to get

brighter by the second, particularly when seen 

en masse. Under no circumstances choose a Crazy

Hours by mistake, unless you really want to hear

the night service message on your office’s phone

system. (N.B. It is possible to find Franck Muller

watches that are neither diamond-set nor

decorated in garish colours.)

Up the food chain
Similarly popular as a solution are those watches

that have a 24-hour subdial, usually split into

‘night’ and ‘day’ sectors, as per the Harry Winston

QP-GMT shown here. The advantage here is the
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(Previous page) A Lange &
Söhne’s new ‘Time Zone’
version of the classic 
Lange 1 model, in platinum
(£24,200) and yellow gold
(£18,000). The usual
subsidiary seconds dial 
at 4 o’clock has been
replaced with the zone
time, synchronized with
the city ring . If you wish 
to switch the main ‘home
dial’ to the zone time, 
a unique adjustment
mechanism allows this.

(Left) The Franck 
Muller ‘Master Banker’ 
model (£13,140) – a
straightforward solution 
to the time-zone issue.

(Right) The ‘QP-GMT’ from
Harry Winston, combining 
a perpetual calendar 
with GMT function.

From Time

3 Watch designers are clearly caring types, as they seem determined to find

new ways to ease the tedium of waiting in airport lounges and dealing with

time-zone differences. Now while QP has never advocated functionality as

a virtue in itself, it is time to at least honour the fruits of such labour and

highlight those designs that are actually less headache-inducing to use

than a simple watch and some mental arithmetic. With A Lange & Söhne’s

new Lange 1 Time Zone soon to reach stores, QP takes a stroll through the

myriad options open to those who want a GMT watch as opposed to, quite

justifiably, just wanting to get their hands on the latest Lange. 
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the hour hand moves forward in one hour

increments while moving a ‘city disc’ to indicate

the relevant time-zone. The subdial reads the

home-time in 12-hour time and even shows an

am/pm indicator.

The ultimate though, at least as far as this 

writer is concerned, is Patek Philippe’s ref. 5110

‘World Time’ – inspired by time-zone Pateks dating

back to the 1930s. One push of World Time’s

button advances the indicated time and the city

disc by one zone while a second, 24-hour disc

shows the time in all the other zones. Simply and

directly, if you know where you are and what time

it is, then you know what time it is everywhere

else. The ref. 5110 is also a classic of watch

design: less gaudy than the enamelled world-

timers that so consistently break auction records

and easier to use to boot, the wearer has the

added bonus of displaying unquestionable taste.

In every port
So far, we have followed the standard route of

looking for a watch to help the tired executive time

his calls home to the photogenic children the

adverts insist are his. But what if the watch buyer

has a quirky sense of humour, or has teenage

children and would prefer to know what time it is

at his favourite golf course instead? Step forward

Michael Vogt, whose ‘Vogard’ GMT watches are to

be found with distinctly alternative ideas for

indicating time-zones. 

For most of his customers, it is enough to indicate

favoured ports of call on the yachting circuit or the

location of outposts in their global empires.

However for one daring individual, the time-zone

bezel that he ordered carries the names of his

different girlfriends around the globe. So far, we

have not had an update on how frequently he

orders new bezels! �

(Left) The time-zone
mechanism of the Lange 1
Time Zone, showing the
adjustment and correction
mechanism for zone-time
and city ring. When the
push piece at 8 o'clock is
pressed, the city ring
advances by 15 degrees. 
At the 5 o'clock position,
this movement is picked 
up and transmitted to the
hour hand of the zone 
time. The zone time then
advances by one hour.

(Right) Vogard offers its
customers the chance to
customise their GMT watch,
re-naming the time-zones
according to global
obsessions. This ‘Bogey
Golfer’ model (£3,600)
bears the names of 
24 famous golf courses 
on the city ring instead 
of the usual capital cities.
Uniquely, one switches
between time zones 
by rotating the bezel.

economy of dial space, meaning the GMT element

is just a part of the watch’s identity. There is of

course a tactical problem here, as you need to

remember to check that the home-time dial is

correct before leaving home – a hope in vain for our

imaginary frazzled executive and his challenged

mental arithmetic. The Harry Winston watch is,

however, a minor gem of watch design with its

monotone dial, lit up by touches of blue.

Next up the food chain are the more horologically

complicated and, occasionally, easier-to-use

watches. Typically, these have pushers to alter the

local time indication and a window or subdial to

show home time. Clearly there are benefits to this

approach, as Ulysse Nardin’s GMT± illustrates.

Firstly, you do not need to alter the time kept by

the watch, thus preserving your chronometer-

standard ±5 seconds a day. Secondly, you need not

even remove the watch from your wrist to make

the change. The home time appears in a window at

9 o’clock as a jumping hour, making it as easy to

use and as foolproof as possible. 

But it is a choice that depends on whether Ulysse

Nardin’s very individual aesthetics appeal to you.

There is also one demand on the weary traveller

that the Ulysse does not relieve and that is

working out which time-zone he is in.

City rings
If there might be a danger of forgetting quite how

many hours Tokyo is ahead of GMT, then it is time

to step up to the rarefied heights of our next

group, typified by two designs that should be on

any collector’s wish-list, regardless of whether he

ever leaves the country. First is the Geographic

from Jaeger-LeCoultre, which appears variously as

a Master series or a Reverso. Twist the crown, in

the case of the Master Compressor version, and
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Patek’s World Time is the ultimate. Simply, if you know
where you are and what time it is, then you know what
time it is everywhere else.

(Left) A legendary time-
zone watch from Patek
Philippe: the World Time 
ref. 5110R, in rose gold
(£16,670). The hour hand 
is uncoupled and can jump
in increments of one hour
by pressing the button at
10 o’clock, while the minute
hand remains engaged in
the movement. Current time
in any of the 24 time-zones
is simply read from the 
24-hour ring against the
corresponding city.

(Right) Ulysse Nardin’s
GMT± Dual Time in rose
gold (£7,200) adjusts
forwards and backwards
using plus and minus
pushers. A ‘Hometime’
round window at 9 o’clock
shows the hour of the 
local time. 
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